
Heuristic Analysis of the current site to understand 

Heuristic Analysis- What’s working What’s not working

Visibility of system status Nav bar is highlighted at the top Nav bar is not kept on a fixed position when 
scrolling, makes it difficult to navigate

Match between system and the real 
world

Home page picture and content is irrelevant to 
the cause the site is catering to

About the team is vague and joining to become 
a part of the team is confusing

No back button or Breadcrumb to return to the 
previous page or go back to the home page

Linked words to webpages for users to better 
understand its meanings

You can cancel and go back to the previous 
page if you decide to not donate

Adding a monthly donation contribution 
checkbox

Charity story narrative

All text is left aligned

Subject matter focus on improving education 
and visual representation

The color theme and structure of the cards, can 
distract the potential donor

Home page is not compelling enoughto 
highlight the cause they are contributing to

Search Bar at the top is confusing for why it is 
required
Information provided on the site is lengthy and 
not digestible

Information provided on the site rich

Options for Donate, signing up for the 
newsletter and social media handles are well 
highlighted

Maps to highlight where they have contributed 
to in the world

Nav bar is well segregated 

Although, they are pasted at the same page 
multiple times and becomes an annoying 
marketing tactic

Footer is huge and overwhelming to read. Also 
present on every page of the website- chugging 
a lot of screen-area


The process for signing up for the newsletter is 
lengthy

Website design is not responsive

No consistent colour theme, CTA are all of 
different style and color
pixelated pictures on the home page

User control and 
freedom


Consistency and standards

Recognition rather than recall

Flexibility and efficiency of use


Aesthetic and minimalist design


Help and documentation


